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GEMINI SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL – 2018 
 

DAY SEVEN - REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of Humanity 

 

 
 

THE LIGHT OF INTERPLAY 

 

◊ Standing in the Life and Beauty of the Cosmos … We breathe in the “Breath of Life” of 

Gemini — saturated with Cosmic Christ Energy pouring through “the Heart of the Sun”.  

◊ Let us Be in That space where the Great Breath is Breathing Us – giving of Itself … life-

giving strength … luminous Light … and Universal Love pouring from the Heart of God—

to all who stand  receptive through the Chalice of the Crown. 

  

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, we stand in the 

peaceful presence of the Soul and the wider Soul field, sounding a sacred OM.  ◊ With 

“intense spiritual aspiration” (reaching high), we breathe in pure atoms of light, love and 

life from the higher planes of the Soul (the True Soul Self) pouring through the Crown 

Center … and all the Centers … out through the feet “blessing the Earth upon which we 

walk”.  ◊ Of its own accord, the energy returns Home whence it came as a great fountain of 

circulating life energy. 

◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and Angel of Gemini governing the 3rd petal of the “Heart in 

the Head Lotus”, we welcome Their Angelic Presence to guide our inner process with Joyful 

Cooperation and Comprehension.  
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THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 

◊ As Souls, we stand in the lighted, loving 

field of the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one 

unified solar breath, simultaneously 'ray 

forth’ (radiate) Soul Light and Love to all 

herein gathered ... creating one living field 

of unified Soul vibration. ◊ In the next 

breath of life —whilst sounding the sacred 

WORD, as One Group Soul we extend love 

and light to the Christ standing in the 

Center … we remain open to the return 

flow from the Heart of the Christ. ◊ Sense 

the Group as a living, pulsing, beating 

Heart – a rainbow Sphere filled-full with 

Soul Virtues, Soul Ray powers and Christ 

Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group alignments,  with the inner Eye of the Soul, energy 

lines and LIGHT waves can be seen linking the Soul Star Group with Groups worldwide 

(inner and outer) vibrating in resonance with the "greater GROUP of Groups" in Whose Center 

stands the Christ infused by Cosmic, Solar and Planetary Christ Energy. ◊ Let us pause to 

register the living Presence of this synthesized energy field—“the great Potency of the Inner 

Groups” within which stands the Christ—surrounded and augmented by three extra-

planetary Lives, and the Lord of the World of Shamballa (of Whom Christ is a Disciple).   

 

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” 

knowing “all is well that associates you closely with Them.” 

 

~ Sound the Great Invocation ~ 

(Now or after the Reflection)  

† 
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REGISTERING CONTACT and REFLECTIONS – In the Days following the Full Moon 

Continuing with “distribution” – we are extending in blessing what we have contacted 

and received for a new mode of living and 

being in the world as Souls –as ‘Christs walking 

the planes of earth’.  We begin with ourselves, 

our environments, our groups, and wherever 

there is a need to which we are called in 

joyous service - for Humanity and the Earth 

Herself. 

These Days of Distribution are intended to 

deepen and “reveal” that which was received 

as the energies continue to 'distribute' through 

the Soul and throughout our 3-fold vehicle 

(mental, emotional and physical/etheric 

bodies).  These subtler effects of “inner 

distribution” will continue … necessitating 

conscious registration if we are to make them 

‘our own’ – further unfolding the inner Chalice 

(the 12-petalled Egoic lotus) that is the “Mind of 

Christ” in us.  Let us Be in ‘ready state’, watchful, listening and actively invoking  

(calling It forth). 

Engaging in a reflective review process reinforces what actually happened but which may not 

have fully registered in consciousness. Reflection often surfaces what is subtly happening now 

below the threshold of our awareness, further strengthening soul-infusion of the personality as 

a whole, or one or more of the three-fold vehicles of the personality. 

 

In this light, let us continue to register the release of new energy –‘listening for impression’ as 

awareness expands, intuition breaks-through and falls into heart/ mind, and new life 

flows into our etheric/physical system. “God is speaking to us all the time”.  Let us be 

observant of the ‘signs’ in the environment ‘speaking to us’ from all the Kingdoms of 

nature … and spontaneous events great and small.    

 

Let us also be cognizant of the refinements in consciousness that are likely occurring as 

the inner “Eye” or lens through which we perceive (see) is growing – gaining new ability 

and capacity as a result of these monthly disciplines.  As we understand more, we will see 

more, wholly and truly – with widened and truer Soul perception.  These too are ‘signs’ 

(indications) of an expanding consciousness; with it come new interpretative powers.  

They are subtle but unmistakable.  Notice them.  Revisit them.  Allow them to take hold – 

to grip and fortify your inner progress and service potentials on the Lighted Way.  
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DAY 7: Third and Final Day of DISTRIBUTION and REFLECTION following the Full Moon 

 

       
 

The wholeness of each full moon period is revealed in the union of its opposite Sign. 

Gemini relates all the opposite signs of the zodiac.  However, in Gemini, PISCES relates 

Gemini with Sagittarius.  The Christ Principle is the unifying agent in Pisces and Gemini. 

The Light of interplay draws opposing forces into relationship, creating a fluid 

synthesis.  In Sagittarius this synthesis of Soul and personality becomes a “beam of 

focused directed Light, revealing a greater Light ahead and illuming the way to the center 

of the Light”, the Light of initiation in Capricorn. 

Master DK puts it this way: “…in the fact of the pain and sorrow which are distinguishing 

qualities of our planetary life lies hid a secret mystery. Through this relationship [of 

Gemini and Sagittarius] and through the medium of the potencies pouring into our planet, a 

situation is set up which I might express in the words of the Old Commentary: 

"When the dual forces [Soul and personality] of the cosmic brothers [Gemini] become 

the energy of the one who rides towards the light [Sagittarius] … then the fourth 

becomes the fifth.  Humanity, the link, becomes the Hierarchy, the bestower of all 

good.  Then all the Sons of God rejoice." (EA, 356)  CONTEMPLATE—drink deeply.  

Our goal is to ride towards the light as persons and as a group. In the interplay of Soul 

and Personality, we close the gap – the two become one – Group Soul and Personality.   

On this seventh day of the Gemini Solar Full Moon ritual in relation with its ‘opposite’ 

sign, Sagittarius, the field of distribution is the entire fourth Kingdom, Humanity.  The 

‘spiritual food’ given us to distribute is the “Good” of Hierarchy, the Plan, and the means 

to manifest the Plan – Goodwill and Right Human Relations. 

This comes directly from the Heart of the Christ with the Power of His full Being – 

fortified and augmented by the superior Triangle that surrounds Him with the energies of 

Synthesis, Peace, and Radiant Wisdom. 
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What has been evoked from the Christ, and what should be consciously recognized by all, 

is His Gift (Blessing) to us.  In the fluid Light of interplay, opposing forces are brought 

into right relationship and ‘Peace-fullness’ abounds.  With conviction in the fact and 

wisdom of the Plan, and that Goodwill and Right Human Relations are the means to 

manifest the Plan, “the fourth becomes the fifth” and all shall be well. 

► Therefore, let Humanity also expect to be fortified in receiving the gifts of this 

Evocation.  Let us look for this emergence in our lives, group life and in the life of 

Humanity, and make good use of them.  Reflect, rejoice and be happy. 

► The energies of Gemini create Messengers, Bearers of the Good, “revealers of 

new divine truths as intermediaries between the fourth and fifth kingdoms”.   We 

too are They. Reflect.  

► In this third Hierarchical Festival of The Christ and Humanity – of Goodwill and 

Unification, we can feel Christ leading us through the “pain and sorrow” so much 

in evidence today.  This can create a Good Will story in us that we as “messengers” 

need to express.  Reflect.  

How would you express it?  What is your message, your story, that can be shared joyously 

with groups, friends, family, associates, interested acquaintances and apparent “strangers” 

– that inspire and lead us into the intended future?  Our story can be simple yet profound: 

the Words we live by, our Way of Being, our varied Soul expressions in manifestation ...  

◊ It is simple to be and do “Good”; it feels good to release “the Good”. “Being Good” is 

part of the Plan. We know this because “Good” is built in (wired into us) – it feels 

ever so good to express it. ◊ Reflect.  

◊ As we look at world events today, ‘let us think as the Hierarchy thinks’ seeing 

from Their perspective what needs to be let go of from the past: hate, separation, 

selfishness, materialism, corruption, strife – lesser world & personality concerns.  

We must live by Soul standards to enter more truly and fully into the Aquarian 

Age and manifest “divine Order”.   “Pentecost will become Truth”, a Feast of 

Humanity sitting together at one Table with Hierarchy.  We will “arrive at a true 

recognition of the Risen Christ [in each and all] and at a perfect and complete 

understanding of each other though we speak in different tongues”, welcoming 

one another and working together for the good of the whole. “Humanity becomes 

the bestower of all good. Then all the Sons of God rejoice." 

OM 
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~ Blessed Be ~ 

Let us Live in the Magical Magnetic Light of Soul-Inspired Interplay ! 

 

 

 

∞ 
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